
As a mastering engineer, I’m forever exporting
my masters to encode to MP3 or AAC for audi-
tioning purposes. Even then, making direct A/B
comparisons to the full version can mean 
re-importing them into my session, wasting
time. Sonnox, working with a team from MP3
developer Fraunhofer IIS (plus some early input
from the UK-based Music Producers Guild), has
responded with the perfect plug-in that not 
only allows you to monitor through different
codecs in real time and encode or decode audio
offline, but also allows you to concurrently 
print up to five of them right from within 
your DAW. 

Pro-Codec should suit most users’ systems
running natively on Pro Tools RTAS as well as
VST and AU on both Mac and PC platforms (not
64-bit in all iterations yet). Pretty much whatev-
er you wish to throw at Pro-Codec can be encod-
ed or decoded, ranging from basic MP3 through
to HE-AAC in mono, stereo and surround (for
most codecs). These are for Fraunhofer’s codecs
only, not others such as FLAC or Ogg Vorbis.
However, it is how the Pro-Codec interfaces that
is of real interest.

Once engaged in your master bus, the famil-
iar Sonnox Oxford Plug-In blue emerges in the
form of the Fraunhofer Pro-Codec. What imme-
diately comes alive is the large and dynamic FFT
graph in the middle offering three essential
pieces of information: a yellow spectral image
of the input material; a red area below that indi-
cates the output after the data compression
process; and finally a mainly green line 
showing the Noise-to-Mask Ratio (NMR) of 
the codec at each frequency band. In essence,
encoding can produce audible artefacts in 

certain frequency bands and the NMR line turns
red to show these. The FFT can be selected to
show the sum of both channels or just Left or
Right. To the left of the display is a handy bit-
meter, which shows dither and dither error of
the signals. 

The central display can also be changed to
show phase. To the left is the Input & Output
envelopes showing some intriguing differences.
A middle version is a blend of the output phase
reactions in green, with the diff phase signal in
red. This is then amplified by a margin of five
to the right. I’d have liked to have the ability to
open these in a larger window for further detail. 

Below the dominating display area is the Codec
List, enabling you to compare and contrast up to
five data compressed signals against each other,
in real time. An exhaustive selection of codecs
(see Technical Specifications) is available includ-
ing the most common varieties: MP3 and AAC
in mono, stereo and 5.1 surround. The flexibility
comes as the bit rates and quality can be select-
ed to provide a wide variety of auditioning possi-
bilities. Once selected, a handy A-B feature can
be engaged enabling you to directly compare two
codecs with one click. Additionally, the ‘Hide’ 
feature can allow you to test your perceptions of
two earlier selected codecs. 

The most startling feature here is the ability
to just hear the ‘Diff’, or difference, between the
input and output codec signals – the stripped
away audio. With a lossless codec this is, as you’d
hope, silent, but with a lossy codec such as 
MP3 at 96kbps, there can be some considerable
information removed. Understanding per-
ceptual coding as I do, the masked information
would be the less critical information. How-
ever, with some types of input material and 
certain codecs, you may be shocked at what 
you hear!

This collaboration has produced one of the
most useable plug-ins for mastering and mix engi-
neers on sale today. As data-compressed audio is
here for some time to come, this plug-in will begin
to ensure that your masters are the best they can
be in whatever file format you choose. Let the
improvements begin... Q
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Pros
fSeamlessly test mixes and masters in any lossy
(and lossless) audio format

fOnline and offline modes

fFFT and Phase displays assist analysis

fEnlightening ‘Diff’ audition feature

fCan print five codecs simultaneously

Cons
f Zoom feature for the Phase meter window would
have been welcome

fSome might feel that other codecs should 
be included

PROS AND CONS

fMono, stereo and 5.1 surround functionality

fMP3, MP3HD, AAC-LC, HE-AAC, HE-AACv2 
and HD-AAC

fSupports TDM, RTAS, VST, AU

fPC and Mac (Intel) compatible

fOnline and offline functions

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Sonnox Pro-Codec plug-in
Occasionally, products come to the market that feel like they’ve been with us forever. 
Russ Hepworth-Sawyer wishes he’d thought of the Sonnox Pro-Codec first! 

£295 (!333) ex-VAT
Distributed by Sonnox Ltd
Website: www.sonnoxplugins.com
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